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PUNCTUATION SYMBOLS You use punctuation to add clarity and readability to your writing. Below is a list of the different characters used for punctuation. NAMES OF PUNCTUATION MARKS Symbol Corner braces ' Apostrophe (heittomerkki) - Asterisk and Backslash () Brace Brace Braces : Colon,
Comma (pilkku) - Figure braces French braces - Tyre (ajatusviiva) Inverted comma quotes marks ' One inverted comma Ellipsis points ! An exclamation point.   Full stop period - hyphen (sidosmerkki) ? The question mark Semi-colon/slash/oblique/stroke - Square brackets punctuation! The names of 14
common punctuation marks in English with useful punctuation rules. Find out how and when to use these punctuation with examples and ESL sheets. The following lesson looks at the most common punctuation used in English. Punctuation English has many punctuation marks and you tend to learn to
use many of them as you master the language. However, there are some punctuation uses you may still be unaware of, despite using and seeing them on a regular basis. Here are 14 common punctuation marks in English. Punctuation with rules and examples of full stop (.) Full stop, also known as
period (.) in American English, is one of the most commonly used punctuation marks in English. Analysis of the texts shows that about half of all punctuation used are complete stops. Punctuation rules: Mostly used at the end of a declarative proposal or statement that is considered complete. This
punctuation is also used after the abbreviation. A full stop can also be the end of a group of words that do not form a typical sentence. Full stop example: My name is Beth and I was 18 in July. Mr. White was talking to Mr. Smith. We use a question mark (?) after being questioned in English. Examples: Do
you have a pen I can borrow? She asked. Where are you from? We use quotes for direct quotes in English. Examples: I feel like I really deserved it,' she said, taking her mug of tea. I told the fib about my age, little Tom said. This is a historic moment, he told reporters. OK, thank you, he said cheerfully.
Apostrophe (') Apostrophe (') is used to show that some letters have been omitted from the word. The punctuation symbol can also be used to indicate the possessive shape of the noun, in addition to the multiple-form letters of the lower register. Punctuation Rules: Use apostrophe in scrums He and He I,
I don't It is -- This I would and I would allow us - Let's have it - She is Who is - Who uses the apostrophe to point to the possession of examples of apostrophe: He joined Charles's army in 1642. Sally's hair was blond and curly. We put together an anthology of children's poetry. The boy's sister took the
bus to meet us. The comma is used to show the difference between two separate ideas or elements in a sentence. Commas are other users, as they can be used for individual numbers, and write dates. Rules and examples of comma: Add a comma when two separate sentences are combined example:
We bought cheese and we bought some fruit. Use commas between words in a series. Note that the comma does not follow the last word in the Sample series: It was tall, dark and beautiful. Use the comma to separate the introductory element from the rest of the Sentence Example: As the day drew to a
close, firefighters put out the last spark. Use a comma to force the words yes and no. Example: No, thank you. Use the comma to ask a tag question from the rest of the sentence. Example: She's your sister, isn't she? Use a comma to provide a direct address. Example: Is that you, Mary? Add a comma
when using the participle clause. Example: Slowly walking, I saw beautiful flowers. Use a comma for individual parts of the date. Example: Tuesday, May 2, 2016, was when I finished. The hyphen (-) hyphen (-) is a punctuation mark with three main uses. Many people confuse this punctuation with a dash,
but the two are completely different. The hyphen can be used in complex words to associate words with prefixes, as well as as a way to show the word breaks. Rules and examples of fisis punctuation: Use a hyphen to combine two or more words together in a complex term. Don't separate words from
spaces. Examples: My eight-year-old boy likes to read. I work part-time. Self-confidence self-awareness of nineteenth-century history Old furniture seller Off-the-peg suits Self-paced training exercises To link prefixes with words for example: These things happened before the era before enlightenment.
For example: Unlike what some people might think, the twentieth century is very different from other previous periods of time. Dash Tyre is used to spread the word out to operators. There are two kinds of dash, en dash, and et dash. En dash shows range or connections. On the other hand, the e dash is
used in places where the comma can also be used. The dash can also be used to mark up words or statements that are not important to the meaning of a statement. The dash can also be used in places where the comma will normally be used. En dash (-) Slightly wider than the hyphen, en dash is a
symbol (-) that is used in writing or printing for range or connections. Examples: 1880 1880 Princeton New York trains em dash (-) Twice as much as en dash, em dash (-) can be used instead of a comma, brace, or colon to enhance readability or emphasize the conclusion of the sentence. Example: She
gave him her answer- No! The exclamation point is used to show the accent. It can be used in the middle of a sentence or at the end of a sentence. When used at the end of the sentence, it also takes on the role of a full stop or period. We often use an exclamation point (!)to show strong emotions or give
command. Examples: Stop! Yes! Sit down! What a lovely view you have here! That's incredible! Johnny, don't touch it! Help! My god! Aaarrg! Colon (:) The colon (:) is a fairly common punctuation mark with a variety of uses. It can be used to introduce a quote, example, series, or even an explanation.
Secondly, it can be used for separate two independent provisions. Finally, the colon can be used to show an accent. Examples: You have two options: finish the job today or lose your contract. This is because we have one goal: for you to consider your site successful. John has all the ingredients: minced
shellfish, milk, potatoes and onions. Semicolon (;) ;) used to separate the use of two independent provisions, while demonstrating that there was a close relationship between them. The director does a better job of showing the connection between the two statements than the full stop will be. Examples: My
daughter is a teacher; my son is a doctor. The team has eight members: two from China, Japan; three from France, Spain; Two from Brazil; and one from India. Richard always slept with the light on; he was afraid of the dark. Parentheses ( ) Parenthesis, ( () are quotes, In many scenarios, they can be
replaced with commas without any change in the meaning of the sentence. Ellipse (...) Ellipse is usually represented by three dots (...), although it can also be represented by three asterisks (yap.). This punctuation symbol is used to show that some letters or words have been misinmitten. that do not
affect the meaning of the statement. We often use ellipse to show that parts of the sentences are left out. Examples: Continuation... You'll never believe what I saw... Slash ( /) slash, also known as fast-forward, virul, or oblique dash, has a number of uses. Slash can be used for individual lines in a song or
poem when they are written in a continuous line. Slash is also used instead of a word or. Slash can also be used to show two contradictory concepts. Rules and examples of punctuation slash: Use slashes for parts of Internet addresses (web) and file names for some computer programs. Example: use
slash for factions Example: 1/3 and one-third Use the line to separate day, month and year in date. Examples: w/o - without n/a or N/A - not applicable or there is no R/C - radio installations Use the line to show the word behind in measurements. Example: 80 mph and 80 mph Use a line for individual lines
of poetry or rhymes in plain text. Example: Glitter, flicker, little star, / I wonder what you are. / Up above the world so high, / Like a diamond in the sky. Use the line to show alternatives in the sentence. Example: Please click the browser update/reboot button. Punctuation Pictures Punctuation Marks 10
Common punctuation marks with examples - Punctuation Picture 1 Differences between punctuation in British and American English - Punctuation Picture 2 Punctuation Signs Video Learn how to pronounce 14 common punctuation marks with American English pronunciation. Pronunciation. list and
explain the function of all punctuation marks. list of all punctuation marks python. list of all punctuation marks in english. list of all punctuation marks pdf. list of all punctuation marks and their uses. make a list of all the punctuation marks and their uses
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